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- Abstract This exegesis explores the relationship between video game mechanics and reference material
and how the latter can inform the former. By analysing the creative DNA of various video games, and
Bearings,1 a creative video game project produced in the context of a Masters degree, this research
intends to explore the processes that lead to the creation of popular video game mechanics and systems
and define them through a practice-lead approach. This understanding will open opportunities for
new understandings of the mechanical design of popular video games, offer a lens through which
designers may view the material that inspires them, and outline a process through which influences can
be translated into mechanics.
I break my discussion down into distinct categories, exploring notable titles and their
development history in each category, specifically, Stealth Games and ‘Bullet Time’ as a phenomenon
in Shooter Games and cinema and its shared ancestry between the two mediums. As I analyse games in
these categories, their influences, and their evolution, I reflect on my own processes with Bearings and
dissect my own approach to incorporating influences.
Through this analysis, I present a new lens through which video games can be understood,
dubbed the distilled network approach.

1

Flanders-Farmer, Nicholas. “Bearings Folio 2 Video - Agi Studio 2 Minor Project.” YouTube, 27 Oct. 2021,
youtu.be/fnUsQK9-qmQ.
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- Introduction In 2019 I was still living in Perth, Western Australia. At the time I was attending North
Metropolitan TAFE, learning how to make video games after having completed a somewhat useless
Arts degree. I rediscovered my love of longboard skateboarding after a fall years earlier pushed me away.
In January of that year, I also started paying attention to and enjoying the music of Tame Impala, a
Perth native and solo creator, like myself, finding peace and a reflective nature in their instrumentation
and lyrics.
The album InnerSpeaker 2 made me think of the Great Southwest, a popular holiday region in
WA that is home to the Margaret River Wine Region, tons of breweries, beautiful bushland and
coastlines, and amazing beaches, while Lonerism3 brought back memories of high school and playing in
rock bands with my friends.
On one particularly warm day, with nothing else to do, I decided to pick up my board and
skate along the Fremantle train line to my nearest shopping centre. Looking back, the route I took that
day could be a reverse map of my life, beginning at my then-current home in Subiaco, the place I lived
throughout university and my first jobs, past Shenton College where I went to high school, and ending
in Claremont, where my first memories of life were formed and where I attended primary school.
As I passed Shenton and proceeded downhill towards Claremont the track playing on my
phone ended and Tame Impala’s track ‘Alter Ego’ began, and everything seemed to sync up. It was as if
I had been blasted with inspiration, picturing myself as I was in that moment and the sensations I was
experiencing and imagining that distilled into a game experience that I could share with the world. I
felt connected to the music, to my environment, to myself, and to the skateboard. It felt personal and
organic, a small germ of an idea that infected me so deeply that I would continue to think about and
develop the concept for years to come.
I picked up speed in time with the bouncy beat, finding confidence in my skating ability to
dance on my board. I didn’t know what form this idea would or could take, but the base of the idea
was clear in my mind, like a vivid, still image. Tame Impala, Western Australia, longboarding. Those
were the essential ingredients, I just had to work out the rest of the recipe.
This was the beginning of a lengthy and personal journey for me. Bombarded by influences
and ideas, with only a vague idea of an end result, I had to learn to understand my past and my
inspirations before I could harness them into a tangible video game prototype. As I worked over the
coming years - sketching out concepts, producing assets, and prototyping game systems - more
influences would creep into my brain, either conscious or subconscious, that would continue to evolve
the nature of my project.
That project would become Bearings, a video game prototype produced and completed to its
current state (as of the writing of this exegesis) in the context of a Masters degree in Animation, Games
and Interactivity at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in 2021.
2
3

Tame Impala. InnerSpeaker, Modular, Wave House, Injidup, Western Australia, 21 May 2010.
Tame Impala. Lonerism, Modular, Perth, Western Australia, 5 Oct. 2012.
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Bearings is an open-world adventure skateboarding game, with a focus on organic exploration
and a connectedness with nature and community. The world of Bearings is set long after a total societal
collapse, the facts of which have become lost to time. What remains are decayed ruins of cities and
towns, overrun with plant growth and repurposed for the people of now, and a planet so burdened by
climate change that prolonged exposure direct sunlight can have fatal consequences.
You play as Cott, a young member of a small village isolated by the dangerous climate, who
discovers a piece of driftwood with two sets of wheels attached to it washed ashore. Intrigued by the
object, Cott quickly learns to ride it. Shortly after, Cott’s father - his only family and a significant
member of the small community - goes missing. Cott decides to make use of his driftwood board and
venture out across a vast, disconnected world to find his dad or anyone who may have seen him.
The project, as described above, is incomplete. As it exists, Bearings is a prototype suggesting a
larger project. It demonstrates a mechanical and aesthetic basis, a direction in which further
development would take, and includes allusions to intended features of the driftwood board that
connect to themes of nature, tying in elemental abilities that exist in a dynamic relationship with the
game environment, and a music-player system that allows the Player to listen to music, including Tame
Impala, as they traverse the world. It is a bare-bones representation of a concept, yet the influences that
lead to its creation in my mind remain present.
I have explained to you the origins of my game and outlined its current shape and potential
future, but what of the spaces in between? How does the spark of an idea, the right song playing at the
right moment, merge into the form of a structured piece of interactive entertainment powered by logic
and mathematics?
For the uninitiated, the term ‘video game mechanics’ may sound alien in itself. What I and
others within the video games industry are referring to here are the means by which a Player may
interact with any given video game and the rules that restrict them.
In the FIFA games, the game of football or soccer is essentially the core mechanic, as the Player
interacts with the game by playing a simulation of that game. The Player kicks, dribbles, and passes the
ball, and tackles other players for its control, their means of interaction, but are bound by the rules of
soccer itself: you may only play within a set area; you may not pick the ball up with your avatar’s hands;
a goal is scored by moving the ball into a set zone, affording one team one point, and the team with the
most points at the game’s conclusion are dubbed victorious.
Other games like Call of Duty are described as ‘Shooters’ because their gameplay revolves
around the use of firearms, while Grand Theft Auto may be described as an ‘Open-World Game,’
“denoting a type of video game in which players can move freely through a virtual environment without
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fixed objectives,” 4 because it is mechanically designed to allow the Player to freely explore an expansive
game-world at their leisure.
The concept of the nature of influence and how game designers manifest those influences into
concrete video game mechanics and game systems is what I explore in this exegesis, in an effort to
unpack this process and, through a practice-based research approach that leads to the development of
the Bearings prototype, outline a framework with which game mechanics can be unpacked to reveal
clear threads from their reference points to their final state.

4

Miscellaneous. “Open-World Definition and Meaning: Collins English Dictionary.” Open-World Definition and
Meaning | Collins English Dictionary, HarperCollins Publishers Ltd, 2022,
www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/open-world.
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- Literature Review In its exploration of video game mechanics and systems and the collective artefacts that inspire
then inception, this research is based in the field of video game design and game conceptualisation.
The discussion component of this exegesis in large part is in itself a literature review. The
nature of this field of study, pertaining to influence, lineage, history, and the production of art and
creative artefacts, demands the analysis of a broad range of works in order to puzzle together an image
that demonstrates any kind of relationship from creator-to-creator, regarding their process of
integrating influences into their projects as video game mechanics.
Surprisingly, there is a significant gap in discussions pertaining to this topic. Schell regards
taxonomical understandings of video game mechanics in The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses and
the difficulties experienced in defining the area for scientific and research purposes:
“As with many things in game design, we do not have a
universally agreed-upon taxonomy of game mechanics. One reason for
this is that the mechanics of gameplay, even for simple games, tend to be
quite complex and very difficult to disentangle. Attempts at simplifying
these complex mechanics to the point of perfect mathematical 
understanding result in systems of description that are obviously
incomplete [...]
On one level, game mechanics are very objective, clearly stated sets
of rules. On another level, though, they involve something more
mysterious. Earlier, we discussed how the mind breaks down all games
into mental models that it can easily manipulate. Part of game
mechanics necessarily involves describing the structure of these mental
models. Since these exist largely in the darkness of the subconscious mind,
it is hard for us come up with a well-defined analytical axonomy t of how
they work.”
The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses
Jesse Schell, 2019
The fact that video game mechanics’ taxonomical obscurity could be a reason for this gap in
research - a difficulty in quantifying game mechanics, especially those shared between individual video
game titles and larger genres, may be enough to dissuade discourse on the topic of their influences.
As such, a large part of this research relies on interviews with game designers and journalistic
articles detailing the pinings of said designers. In my discussion on the stealth video game genre, I draw
from interviews and articles written about and by Silas Warner and Hideo Kojima, two highly
influential creative forces who produced two early and notable stealth games that have since been
regarded as pioneers of their genre.

6
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A number of members of the game development community, including Warren Spector
(Director of Deus Ex), Jen MacLean (former CEO of 38 Studios and party to the development of
Kingdoms of Amalur: Reckoning), and Jenova Chen (Co-Founder of Thatgamecompany and designer
of Flower), express their personal experiences as video game designers in the Smithsonian Exhibition
video, The Art of Video Games: "Inspiration",5 citing significant influences on their own work and the
ways in which their games reflect those influences. Chen specifically explains his move from China to
California and the impact of seeing rolling hills of green grass for the first time, and how that
experience fed into the mechanical concept behind Flower.
These anecdotal accounts of the development process of select games provide a window into
the birthing of genres and mechanics, which, in the particular case of the examples mentioned above,
have managed to endure decades of video game history and evolved into a component part of broader
game genres.

5

“The Art of Video Games: ‘Inspiration’ Exhibition Video.” Performance by Jesse Schell, et al., YouTube,
Smithsonian American Art Museum, 10 Mar. 2012, www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Ib8QFeQJ00.
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- Theoretical Framework The nature of the topic of this exegesis, and a lack of existing work relating to it, makes it
difficult to source a pre-existing theoretical framework for research and practical application.
The consideration of the role that influences play in the formulation of video game mechanics
almost appears to be considered a given in works that discuss the requirements of game designers and
the process of video game conceptualisation. This factor may be a product of the taxonomical
obscurity of the ‘video game mechanic’ as discussed in this exegesis’ literature review, and, in a related
conceptual field, the incredibly large range of video game mechanics and their relevant influential
factors.
In examining inspiration as it relates to art at large, and not specifically linked to video games or
their mechanics, there are a number of useful theories with which to frame this discussion. In his essay,
Tradition and the Individual Talent, Eliot explores his thoughts on the nature of “tradition” in poetry,
defining the word in this context as the history of poetry up until the present moment, and the ways
that poets incorporate tradition into their work by way of adopting standard principles and ideas of
what poetry is.6
Eliot continues, describing the act of writing poetry as a transferal of art and emotion into new
works, a process that could be likened to that of the nature of energy; energy is neither destroyed nor
created, only transferred from one state to another. No piece of art is in itself a wholly unique creation,
it is merely the product of the transferal of ideas into a new state.
Deleuze’s Body Without Organs, which depicts art as a whole constructed with
independently-functioning components in the organs, is a similar and equally useful lens through
which we can examine video game mechanics. If a game, or game mechanic, is represented by the body,
then we can think of every film, television show, meme, lived experience, or video game that has
influenced that work’s production as a unique organ in its assemblage.
We can use these frameworks to examine the nature of creativity and the workings of
inspiration in video game design, acknowledging that video game mechanics are the product of a
number of working parts. This base understanding is a helpful starting point for this exegesis, yet a
more tailored framework that more closely regards the unique nature of video game mechanics is
lacking across video game academia.
Instead, I would propose a basis with which to construct a framework better suited to this
discussion, borrowing elements from the works of Eliot and Deleuze.
Video game mechanics are, of course, the product of other influences. Still, they are also a
distillation of those influences into a digestible format, as per the requirements of any number of
limiters experienced during the development process. This distillation is demanded by what is referred
to as the gameplay loop or compulsion loop.

6

Eliot, T. S. “Tradition and the Individual Talent by T. S. Eliot.” Poetry Foundation, Poetry Foundation, 13 Oct.
2009, www.poetryfoundation.org/articles/69400/tradition-and-the-individual-talent.
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“The game loop describes the more repetitive activities that a
gamer will take part in. The main mechanics that the player is
introduced to upon booting up a game. Games loops are incredibly varied.
[...] In Call of Duty, an enemy appears. What do you do next?
You shoot. The projectile leaves your weapon and affects the enemy. This
simple progression of actions is a gameplay loop.” 7
Don’t Get Stuck In A Game Loop: The Importance of A
Well-Defined Core Gameplay Loop
Bryan Wirtz, GameDesigining.org
To continue with the above mentioning of Call of Duty we can consider the mechanical nature
of its loop and the influences behind its design.
The Call of Duty games are about war. Regardless of their setting, they are inspired by
historical conflicts and works in the War Fiction genre. Call of Duty: Black Ops (2010), for example,
adopts a Cold War setting, weaving between an espionage narrative of counter-intellegence and
assassination and depictions of the Vietnam War. The video game, constructed from the series’ own
lineage and the dominant design principles behind first-person shooters circa 2010, pays homage to
War Films of the 1970s, setting up referential narrative setpieces with custom-designed mechanical
interactions to suit each referenced piece.
The in-game mission “Payback” sees the Player, in the role of Alex Mason, and Pvt. James
Woods, trapped by the Viet Cong. The pair are forced to engage in a game of Russian Roulette in a
pivotal scene reminiscent of the 1978 film The Deer Hunter 8, in which Robert De Niro’s character
Michael finds himself in a similar position. The Player is forced to sit and watch as Bowman, another
fellow soldier, is beaten to death. Control is stripped away, depriving the Player of their agency to
mimic the situation of their avatar.9
The mission evolves as the pair manage to escape the clutches of their enemy and pursue their
captor by means of attack helicopter. From this point the Player takes control of the vehicle, flying
down a Vietnam river blowing up enemy boats and destroying bridges as they go. The chaos that
ensues is reminiscent of a number of War Films, though most significantly of Francis Ford Coppola’s
Apocalypse Now (1979) and the film’s beach invasion sequence.10
In these moments Call of Duty: Black Ops wears its inspiration on its sleeve, but the nature of
its medium denies a simple re-integration of its references. Instead, it must distil the essence of these
iconic moments, drawing from them the base components, and re-contextualising existing forms of
interaction to fit. Flying a helicopter in a video game was not a new feature in 2010, nor was the
affordance to inflict carnage on one’s enemy with one, but the re-contextualisation of this mechanic

7

Wirtz, Bryan. “Don’t Get Stuck In A Game Loop: The Importance of A Well-Defined Core Gameplay Loop.”
GameDesigning.org, 13 Oct. 2022, www.gamedesigning.org/learn/game-loop/.
8
Cimino, Michael, director. The Deer Hunter. Universal, 1978.
9
Chiang, Joe. “Call of Duty: Black Ops.” Activision, 2010.
10
Coppola, Francis Ford, director. Apocalypse Now. United Artists, 1979.
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combined with the distilled essence of Apocalypse Now ads up to the integration of reference in the
form of video game mechanic.
This notion of the transferal of influence into video game mechanics is what I will henceforth
be referring to as the distilled network approach.

10
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- Methodology This research engaged in a practice-based methodological approach, wherein the fruits of my
research originated from, and contributed to, the process of designing and producing a creative artefact
in the form of Bearings, a video game prototype produced in the context of a Masters degree. The
fruits I refer to here are both the component parts that added up to my completed prototype and an
understanding of influences, and a recognition of the evolutionary lineage my work was party to.
In certain instances, the form that my approach took was also a reflective one, where I would be
inspired by certain influences, either consciously or subconsciously, produce work that stemmed from
those influences, and then look back at my work and attempt to draw lines back to their origins.
The implementation of the model outlined in the Theoretical Framework portion of this
exegesis is key to the analysis of my chosen texts. This model seeks to examine notable components of
each game’s mechanic structure and source their inspiration while looking at how those influences have
been distilled, simplified, remixed, or otherwise re-imagined to fit the medium of video games.

11
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- Discussion In this discussion, you will read examinations of different mechanics and systems from notable
video games in different categories. As such, the discussion itself has been broken up into distinct
chapters. At its conclusion, I reflect on my own process and discuss my video game, Bearings, and
relate my influence integration processes to those of practitioners in the field of game design.

“Snake, have you seen “007: From Russia With Love?”
Para-Medic, Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater (2004)

Stealth Games, Metal Gear, and the Influence of Film

The Stealth Game is a genre in video gaming where the Player must complete an objective
while remaining undetected by enemy agents.11
Picture a scene from a James Bond film - 007 must infiltrate a private high stakes card game in a
secluded wing of a luxurious hotel. He doesn’t have a formal invite, and if he is noticed trying to sneak
past security he will be removed from the premises and the mission will be a failure. How does he
achieve his goal? A freshly pressed dinner suit will grant him entry to public areas of the hotel, but the
public is not allowed anywhere near the card game in question. Perhaps Bond acquires an invitation
from an unsuspecting member of the criminal elite, or sneaks into a security room to shut down the
CCTV system watching over his movements.
There would be a multitude of possibilities at his disposal, and this puzzle-solving process is
what Stealth Games are all about.
Stealth Games have existed for decades and in various forms. In 1981 Muse Software’s Castle
Wolfenstein12 marked gaming’s first notable step into the world of the clandestine.13

11

Miloslavov, Ivan. “Improvements to Solving Stealth Video Game Scenarios.” ProQuest Dissertations Publishing,
2021. Print.
12
Warner, Silas S. “Castle Wolfenstein.” Muse Software, 1981.
13
Loguidice, Bill., and Matt. Barton. Vintage Games : an Insider Look at the History of Grand Theft Auto, Super
Mario, and the Most Influential Games of All Time. 1st edition. Boston: Focal Press/Elsevier, 2009. Web.
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Silas Warner, the game’s creator and designer, initially struggled to establish a setting and theme
for his game. Inspired by the 1961 war film Guns of the Navarone, Warner wanted to take“the design of
Berzerk and [replace] the robots with Nazis.” 14, 15

"I didn't want to have a space game. There are so many on the
market [...] And I didn't want a tank attack. This was a different thing
to do.
It started out as a guy running around the rooms. I had that set
up in mid-1980. Then the problem became what to do with it, and I was
working with this high risk character generator. Then I saw The Guns of
Navarone..."
Silas Warner on Castle Wolfenstein,
Electronic Games, 1982

The Player’s goals and interactions were designed to mimic those of the characters in The Guns
of Navarone, in which a unit of Allied Commandos attempt to infiltrate and destroy a Nazi fortress.
Taking this influence on board, to the fullest capacity allowed by the technological capabilities
of the Apple II home computer, Warner restructured his game down to the base concept to revolve
around its newfound setting. The Player would now take on the role of an Allied spy in World War II,
captured by SS Stormtroopers and held prisoner at the eponymous Castle Wolfenstein, a secret Nazi
base. The Player is tasked with escaping the castle, donning disguises and eliminating guards in the
process, and is encouraged to retrieve confidential documents and items they encounter along the
way.16

14

Boardman, Krist. “Inside Gaming - The Man in Muse's Castle.” Electronic Games, June 1982, pp. 22–23.
Dransfield, Ian. “The History of Wolfenstein.” PC Gamer THE GLOBAL AUTHORITY ON PC GAMES, 28
Apr. 2018, web.archive.org/web/20180429225617/www.pcgamer.com/the-history-of-wolfenstein/.
16
Boardman, Krist. “Inside Gaming - The Man in Muse's Castle.” Electronic Games, June 1982, pp. 22–23.
15
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The combined influence of The Guns of Navarone and the design of Berzerk, in which Players
would navigate a maze populated by enemy robots,17 coupled with Warner’s pre-established mechanical
foundation, lead to the formulation of what would become a successful game franchise, continuing
with games like 1992’s Wolfenstein 3D 18 and 2017’s Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus,19 and the birth
of an enduring genre in video games.
Although the perspective of Castle Wolfenstein would differ from that of The Guns of
Navarone, featuring a lone prisoner attempting to escape an impregnable fortress instead of a team of
soldiers attempting to destroy one, the translation of Warner’s primary influences into mechanical
game design is, in this case, extremely literal.
In the mid-1980s the Japanese company Konami assigned Hideo Kojima, a relatively new game
designer working for the company, with leadership responsibilities over the development and
production of a Military game for the MSX2 home computer, dubbed simply ‘Metal Gear.’ 20
Metal Gear puts Players in the shoes of Solid Snake, a rookie member of the American covert
operations group FOXHOUND. In the game, Snake’s mission is to infiltrate Outer Heaven, make
contact with the captured FOXHOUND operative, Grey Fox, and uncover the mysteries of the
dangerous “final weapon, Metal Gear!” 21

Like in the case of Warner and Wolfenstein, Kojima drew from film as he conceptualised the
direction with which he would take this assignment. One such influence was the 1963 Steve McQueen
17

McNeil, Alan. “Berzerk.” Stern Electronics, Inc., 1980.
Romero, John, and John Carmack. “Wolfenstein 3D.” Id Software, 1992.
19
Matthies, Jens, and Jim Kjellin. “Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus.” MachineGames, Bethesda Softworks,
18

2017.

20

Rezaee, Stan. “The Legacy of Metal Gear, 30 Years Later.” 8Bit/Digi, 9 Aug. 2019,
8bitdigi.com/metal-gear-at-30/.
21
Kojima, Hideo. “Metal Gear.” MSX2, Konami , 1987.
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film The Great Escape 22, in which a band of World War II prisoners of war as they plot and attempt an
escape from Stalag Luft III. In Kojima’s mind, the gameplay opportunity here was in re-engineering
the core premise behind most shooters of the time, shifting the focus from engaging in combat to
avoiding capture and adapting the “tension of hide and seek” to a digital medium.
“Kojima said he would show us this evolution using his games
(primarily the Metal Gear series) as an example. In the 80s, non-abstract
action games were primarily spaceship shooting games, such as Konami's
Scramble. Metal Gear subverted this standard by not being about
shooting - it was about "trying to form the tension of hide and seek".”
GO3: Kojima Talks Metal Gear History, Future,
David Low, Gamasutra, 2007 23
Kojima recognised in his work the need for a story to justify the gameplay, developing a
narrative that contextualised the Player’s sneaky exploits. The world of 007 was a large part in
informing this vision, as Kojima would borrow the typical framework of the Bond film in fleshing out
his burgeoning universe - the lone operative infiltrating a top secret enemy base, going toe-to-toe
against a megalomaniacal maniac threatening the security of the world, and the Cold War-era
undercurrent of the Nuclear threat.24
“Without 007, there would have been no MGS [Metal Gear
Solid] - a secret mission on which hangs the fate of the world, packed with
espionage action […] with the emergence of new wave entertainment films
such as Star Wars, Indiana Jones and Die Hard, the style of 007
gradually became outdated. The first Metal Gear was born in 1987, but
using a spy in a tux was not easy. So I turned the spy into a special forces
member, gave him heavy firearms and a realistic world, even though I
really wanted to make him more like 007. Bond always saved the world.
It had to be one person to save the world, so I introduced the element of
stealth. I call such missions ‘sneaking missions’.”
Hideo Kojima At The Movies - The James Bond Series
Hideo Kojima, PlayStation 2 Official Magazine UK
The inspiration of James Bond and the plot structure of those films informed Kojima with a
general direction to take his concept while also applying convenient barriers for his design process to
overcome.
22

Sturges, John. The Great Escape. Released by United Artists Corp., 1963.
Low, David. “GO3: Kojima Talks Metal Gear History, Future.” Game Developer, 2 Apr. 2007,
www.gamedeveloper.com/pc/go3-kojima-talks-i-metal-gear-i-history-future.
24
Kojima, Hideo. “Hideo Kojima At The Movies - The James Bond Series.” Official PlayStation 2 Magazine UK,
May 2003, p. 111.
23
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Allow me to break this process down (in the form of a streamlined re-enactment):
Like Bond, Snake is a covert operative, only with a military uniform in the place of a tuxedo.
Bond always has a villain, a large and intimidating presence hell-bent on executing their ‘master plan.’
We can give Snake a nemesis, and to match his background in Special Forces we can make our villain ‘Big Boss’ - the head of a rogue militant state, and feed back into Bond’s Cold War origins and the
political tensions of the 1980s we can make Big Boss’s master plan revolve around the use of nuclear
weapons. We can combine this nuclear threat with the name of the game provided to us by Konami,
and confront the Player with an all-new, nuclear-capable weapon - Metal Gear.
We now have our setting in Big Boss’s military fortress, ‘Outer Heaven’; a villain in Big Boss
himself for the Player to pursue and a justification for his elimination through his master plan with
Metal Gear; organic obstacles in the form of military personnel patrolling Outer Heaven and security
systems, and environmental roadblocks in locked doors, restricted areas and razor-wire fences; and a
justification for the presence of equipable weapons and ammunition for the Player to discover.
From a simple starting point, the inspiration of James Bond, Hideo Kojima was able to outline
a comprehensive and engaging direction for Metal Gear, one that simultaneously provided exciting
and innovative stealth gameplay and presented a cinematic, twist-filled espionage narrative - both
uncommon features in gaming in the 1980s. “Tactical Espionage Action” would become the tagline for
the series’ evolution in the form of 1998’s Metal Gear Solid, and would persist as a staple of its identity,
alongside cinematic presentation, the threat of nuclear weapons, and larger-than-life villains, all of
which root back to Kojima’s initial influences.

“Gognitti bailed. I made like Chow Yun-Fat.”
Max Payne, Max Payne (2001)

Max Payne and The Matrix - The Evolution of Bullet Time

Bullet Time is a filmmaking technique which, through the combined use of visual effects and
camera tricks, presents on-screen action in extremely slow motion to such an extent that bullets and
other high-speed objects are visible for an extended take.25 The most famous implementation of bullet

25

Rehak, Bob. “The Migration of Forms: Bullet Time as Microgenre.” Film criticism 32.1 (2007): 26–48. Print.
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time is that of the Wachowski’s 1999 film The Matrix,26 in which our protagonist, Neo, bends over
backwards to dodge an onslaught of live fire from an enemy Agent.
“Graphically, bullet time consists of an extended take during
which the camera seems to move in a circle, holding a central actor in
focus as action unfolds at different rates and indicating that hero and
audience alike are perceiving events at "bullet speed." Ambient noise drops
to a lower, sludgy register, only to rev back up to normal as the distortion
ends. Often the mise en scène contains floating elements-bullets, spent
ammunition, water droplets-whose slowed or stilled trajectories enhance
the visual uncanniness.”
The Migration of Forms: Bullet Time as Microgenre
Bob Rehak, 2007
Though popularised at the turn of the millennium the roots of bullet time can be followed
right back to the origins of cinema and the moving image.
In 1878, Eadweard Muybridge’s Horse In Motion27 was captured with a line of still cameras,
each taking a photo once the subject was in-shot. These images were then collected and presented in
sequence to give the illusion that the horse was galloping in place.28 This multi-camera setup, as
rudimentary as it may seem by modern filmmaking standards, combined with influences from anime,
music videos, and John Woo’s Hong Kong action films, would go on to inform the techniques and
stylings adopted by the Wachowski siblings in their production of The Matrix.
As the Wachowskis were producing their seminal film Remedy Entertainment were at work
developing their first video game, Max Payne (2001). The game would borrow from similar influences,
specifically, the works of John Woo and his particular brand of ‘Gun Fu’29 action, mixed with elements
of Film Noir, contemporary television, and the graphic novel.30, 31
Remedy would remix these influences, borrowing key elements from each to produce a unique
mechanical system and final game. From John Woo, the designers cherry-picked a particular breed of
tragic anti-hero, one fuelled by vengeance and bloodlust, executing their mission through what is often
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referred to as “heroic bloodshed.” 32 Max Payne is presented as a relentless force of nature, unstoppable
by even the highest echelons of the ‘Deep State,’ motivated by loss and regret, and dead-set on killing
anyone in his way.33
Mechanically, these influences translated into a combat system that emphasised fast, aggressive,
close-quarters action. The affordance of Bullet Time meant Players could charge head-first into a
firefight and retain the upper hand. With time slowed to a crawl, the Player had ample opportunity to
examine their immediate environment, register the threats before them, and react accordingly at
lightning speed, relative to the enemy’s perspective.
Shootdodging, similarly borrowed from John Woo’s films, was an ability that, coupled with
Bullet Time, sent Max diving through the air while retaining full control of his firearms. Shootdodging
makes Max a more difficult target for enemies to hit, allowing the Player to gain a further advantage in
combat. Numerous instances throughout the game are designed to afford Players the opportunity to
literally dive straight into the action and take their enemies by surprise.
This system, and its combination of various influences, was revolutionary at the time and
offered Players who were still new to the concept of dual-analog controllers time a chance to be both
educated and empowered simultaneously.34

“Be loyal to what matters.”
Arthur Morgan, Red Dead Redemption II (2018)

Bearings and Practical Application
Throughout 2021, as the focus of my minor creative project within my Masters degree, I
produced a prototype for Bearings.
To recap the project concept, Bearings is an open-world adventure video game where the Player
explores a diverse coastal landscape using a longboard skateboard. Bearings does not feature combat or
gameplay systems relating to skateboarding tricks or moves. Instead, it focuses on the Player’s
connection with nature and community. The world concept is such that different communities are
spread out and isolated from one another, either by natural factors or choice and exist in an over-heated
world ravaged by centuries of climate change. The Player’s skateboard allows them to coast across the
blistering-hot landscape and help these solitary groups reconnect (or leave them be if they so choose),
all the while engaging in a personal journey to find a missing loved one.
32
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I have previously touched on the genesis of this concept, in the Introduction of this exegesis.
Although I do recognise that particular moment as the beginning of my journey with Bearings the
inspiration behind it goes back further.
As a child I would watch my brother skate on longboards, shooting downhill on residential
roads at what seemed like insane speeds. I was initially too afraid to join in, opting for the safety of a
Razor Scooter instead. That attitude changed once I reached high school, and I asked my brother to
teach me how to skate.
Together we would explore Perth’s Western Suburbs, carving down roads, down highways, in
the blistering sun, and through cold, winter nights. Not only was skating great exercise, but it also gave
me a sense of freedom that I had long craved.
My brother’s passion escalated when he started to produce his own boards from scratch,
carving out pine and jarrah planks bought from Bunnings, bolting on trucks and wheels from his other
boards, and branding his creations with his company name: Driftwood Longboards Co.35
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This history with skating, as a means of connecting with my brother, was central to the design
of Bearings. The idea of a skateboard made out of driftwood, as is what the Player uses in the game, was
directly inspired by the concept behind my brother’s project - that anything could be a skateboard.
My goal in designing the gameplay system and loop of Bearings was to recapture the essence of
my experiences skating at that age - the feeling of freedom, of, for the first time, having the opportunity
to venture out from my home and see the world with my own eyes.
Further drawing from my personal history I constructed an environment for my prototype,
and concepts for future expansions to that environment, based on Western Australia, with specific
regard to Rottnest Island, located 19km off the coast of Perth; the Great Southwest and its Margaret
River region, which are home to lush, dense bushland, vast coastlines, towering cliffs, and ancient
caves; and the greater region of Perth itself.
I wanted the design of the world, along with the mechanical and thematic concepts behind
Bearings, to feel personal to me and to give Players a glimpse into my life. At the same time, an
emphasis on the unique geography of Western Australia offered opportunities for exciting level and
world design.
Ideas flooded in as I mapped out world concepts: steep, winding paths cast through dense
forests, forcing Players to perfect the skating mechanics and weave between obstacles; small, rocky
islands aligning into a treacherous path, requiring the Player to build up enough speed to skim across
the waves and make it to their destination; villages built into the sides of cliffs, arriving safely at which
demanding careful navigation of narrow trails and treacherous outcrops.
Through feedback offered by my peers, I further leaned into my setting and its notorious heat,
implementing a system wherein prolonged exposure to direct sunlight will hurt the Player, as will
direct foot contact with any exposed surfaces. This mechanic was the key to unifying Bearings’ themes,
environment, skating gameplay, and narrative. It would now make logical sense for communities to be
isolated when the Player can experience the dangerous climate conditions firsthand. It made sense that
the Player would be the one to reconnect these groups by using their skateboard to avoid injury, adding
tension to exploration by forcing the Player to intermittently seek shade. Elements of the world design,
such as the aforementioned idea of villages built into cliff faces, now had further justification beyond
purely aesthetic or platforming advantages. Such a geographical placement for a community existing in
this world would offer all-encompassing shade throughout the majority of any given day, and the
elevated position would likely invite cooling winds to further alleviate the climate stresses.
These concepts can be viewed in further detail in Bearings: The Art of the Video Game.36
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During the development of Bearings I was conscious of my influences, and I was making
deliberate efforts to integrate those influences into the core of my design, but the actual process of
integration itself appeared to me, at the time, as an almost automatic response to the challenge.
“I used to skate in WA, so of course, this world will look like that;” “I skate to this music, so of
course, you can listen to it in-game…”
I must admit that it is only upon reflection on my process that I am now actively linking these
elements together and recognising the process undergone in their translation to video game mechanics.
Applying the concept of the distilled network outlined in the Theoretical Framework portion of this
exegesis I can identify my inspirations and their transformations. Most obvious, perhaps, would be the
influence of the Tony Hawk (1999-present) video game series and The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the
Wild (2017), the two cultural ingredients I point to in describing the base concept behind my project.
The Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater games defined the skateboarding video game genre, taking the
sport and applying an arcade-style take. The Player develops their skills on the board by exploring
stages, or environments, discovering collectables, completing ‘gaps’, and building up points based on
the tricks they perform within a set time limit.37
Through research regarding the game’s development, and the development of similar
skateboarding systems produced by online game development communities, I found a direction for the
mechanical design behind Bearings’ skateboard gameplay.
Although, instead of borrowing these designs wholesale, I stripped away the components that
were not necessary to the experience I was crafting. Bearings required the Player’s ability to push (or
accelerate), brake, steer, ollie (or jump), and crouch. The systems I researched included vast networks
of code dedicated to more trick-based gameplay, introducing kickflips, grinding, wall-riding, manuals,
and other such mechanics that did not apply the ethos of longboarding or Bearings itself.
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Inspired by surfing, longboarding is a subsect of skateboarding that is more concerned with
long-distance cruising and downhill dashes.38
On the other end of Bearings’ mechanical DNA was The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild an open-world adventure game that deliberately strips away many of the guardrails and hint systems
common in video games of its kind, in favour of Player-lead exploration and discovery. It institutes
unique design philosophies, including the “triangle rule,” wherein at any given position in the game
world the Player is presented with a “triangle” in the form of a feature in the environment, e.g. a
mountain. The Player has two choices when faced with this “triangle”; they may choose to circumvent
the triangle, or they may attempt to travel directly over it. This approach allows the designer to use this
form to deliberately block and reveal new discoveries, such as a secret cave, a town, or an enemy
encampment, while offering numerous options to fit each Player’s play style.39
As previously mentioned, however, Bearings is a non-violent experience. Players are free to
explore, similarly to Breath of the Wild, but with the tension of the environment itself replacing that of
enemy foes out for blood. Numerous systems paired with its exploration, including the use of a glider
to sail over chasms, and a cooking mechanic with which Players can build more stamina and health,40
were also not required. The design principle at the core of Breath of the Wild was the component I
most hoped to translate here, coupling that with the skateboarding systems of Tony Hawk.
The combination of these mechanics made up the foundation of Bearings, or at least its
concept. The prototype, as it currently exists, is a basic representation of these concepts. The
environment is relatively small and lacking in scene detail, and the heat mechanics are not fully
operational. Yet my influences remain clear, even in this form. I can point to each component of my
design and explain how it originated, why it exists as it does, and where I would want to direct it given
further development.
Similarly, I can outline the distillation process required of the game and of the nature of video
game mechanics, both in my integration of non-ludic influences and design principles remixed from
other games.
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- Conclusion By breaking video game mechanics down into their component parts and analysing the factors
that informed their development we can better understand them as distinct creations within and
separate from the games in which they are present, and gain an understanding of the nature of game
mechanics themselves.
Using the distilled network approach, wherein we can identify how mechanics are manifested
as stripped-down and remixed interpretations of their influences, new discussions regarding video
game mechanics and game inspiration can take place, while also serving as a foundation with which
game mechanics, both brand-new and commonplace, can be understood. This understanding serves
the video games development and design community in affording a template with which new games
and new mechanics can be explored.
This research and approach also aid in filling a gap in video game discourse and the taxonomy
of video game mechanics, identifying what is commonly approached as an amorphous cross-section of
artistic and technical design as a patchwork re-interpretation of select ingredients, with the potential to
produce new and exciting meals with each iteration of any given recipe.
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